My Funny Valentine

Key of Cm

My funny valentine, sweet comic

valentine, you make me smile with my

heart.

Your looks are laughable, unphotographable,
yet you're my fav - 'rite work of

Fill -------------------------------

hit 1st

Is your

fi - gure less than Greek, is your mouth a lit - tle

weak, when you o - pen it to speak, are you
Ab7  open    Ab7    D7/B9  Db13

23 smart?      But

Cm9  Cm4  Cm7

25 don't change a hair for me, not if you

Fill -------------------------------

F9  F7/6  F11  B9  Bb11  hit
hit bass 1st

28 care for me, stay funny

Ab7  Bb7/6  Eb13

D13  G11  G7#5  Cm7  B7/6

30 valentine  stay
each day

valentine's day
MY FUNNY VALENTINE
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to John Raynkle after incorporating

Alternative

add

end

bridge

3rd

4th

1st

2nd